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Abstract
New indicators and more effective treatments are required to monitor the disease in advanced non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) due to less favorable prognosis. The purpose of our study is to evaluate the effects of serum
thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) levels on prognosis and survival in NSCLC patients. Sixty seven patients (62
males and 5 females) and 20 healthy volunteers (16 males and 4 female) were included in the study. Demographic,
laboratory data and serum TSH levels of these two groups were compared. Statistically significantly reduced serum
TSH levels were detected in patient group versus control group (p=0.000). In our study, median survival time of
patients with reduced TSH value was 225 days, while median survival time of patients with normal TSH value was
385 days; and the statistically difference was significant (p=0.03). These results indicate that TSH can be a
physiological factor in both carcinogenesis and progression of the diseases.
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Materials and Methods

Introduction

Patient and control group

Genetic, immunologic and biochemical indicators having predictive
importance in prognosis and survival of NSCLC have been discussed
as well as metastatic NSCLC phenomena loss due to cancerindependent causes in which recurrence was not developed for 5 years
following myxedema which directed the attention to the relation
between thyroid hormones [1].

In our study, with the approval of Pamukkale University, Faculty of
Medicine Medical Ethics Committee, 67 patients who applied to
Medical Oncology Department for the first time were included in
evaluations. All patients were chemotherapy naive and they were
pathologically diagnosed with NSCLC.

Effects of thyroid hormones on cancer have been researched for
many years. Most clinical and epidemiologic studies have shown that
decreased thyroid hormone and increased thyroid stimulating
hormone (TSH) levels reduce the growing rate of the tumor in
metastatic cancers [2-4].
The interaction between the cancer and thyroid hormones has
become definite when thyroid hormones appeared to affect the cell
over transmembrane integrin receptors. Integrin αvβ3 receptor is
expressed mainly in cells undergoing rapid mitosis. Thus, integrin
receptors regulate the proliferative effect of thyroid hormone on
endothelium cells and tumors [5].
Thyroid hormone receptor β (TRβ), one of nuclear receptors of
thyroid hormones, induces hypoxia inducing factor 1 (HIF-1)
transcription over Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinase pathway [6]. HIF-1
has a key role responsible for angiogenesis, invasion and metastases in
rapidly growing tumor cells [7]. HIF-1 expression is a prognostic
indicator for kidney, breast and prostate cancers [8].
The purpose of our study is to compare serum TSH levels in
patients with advanced NSCLC to control group and to evaluate the
effects of serum TSH levels on prognosis and survival in advanced
NSCLC patients.
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Patients with advanced stage (stage IIIB and stage IV) whose
performance status were 0, 1, 2 according to the World Health
Organization (WHO) classification were included in the study.
Participation to the study was voluntary-based. Patients whose
performance was 3 or worse or who had cerebral metastasis or who
were being suspected for cerebral metastasis, who were 80 years-old or
older, who had early stage (I, II and IIIA) disease were excluded from
the study although they signed the informed consent form.
Control group was established consisting of 20 healthy patients who
were taking no medication with any known disease aged from 53 to 79
(average 63.1 ± 6.3). It was considered that individuals of the control
group could be compared to patients group in terms of age and gender.
Healthy control group consists of 16 male (80%) and 4 female (20%)
patients.
Age and gender of patients and control group, tumor type,
treatments and pre-treatment performances of patients were recorded.
Individuals composing control and patient group were interviewed and
well informed about the purpose and scope of the study, and
individuals submitted their written informed consent forms.

Biochemical analysis
Blood samples of individuals from patient and control groups were
taken at 08:00-09:00 on empty stomach following at least 8-12 hours
fasting. The thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) was studied on taken
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blood samples with Roche/Hitachi Cobas c Systems, e 601 Module
Device.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out with SPSS-17.0, for windows
packaged program. Results were evaluated within the 95% confidence
interval. Providing P<0.05, they were accepted as statistically
significant. Chi-square and Mann Whitney-U tests were applied to
make comparison of control group and patients characteristics.
Spearman and Pearson correlation tests were performed for correlation
analysis. Kaplan Meier method was adopted for overall survival and
unprogressive survival times and time-survival curves. Logistic
regression test was applied for the analysis of survival and factor
effecting progression.

It was considered to have similar distribution of age and gender
whilst grouping. Laboratory values that are haemoglobin, albumin and
TSH levels were low in patient group and detected as statistically
significant (respectively p=0.000, p=0.014 and p=0.001) (Table 2).
TSH cut-off value was accepted as 0.27 µIU/ml in our study.
Survival rate was worse in those having TSH values under 0.27 µIU/ml
value. Median overall survival time of patients with decreased TSH
value was 225 days while it was 385 days for normal patients and the
difference was statistically significant (p=0.03) (Figure 1).

Results
In our study, 62 males (92.5%) and 5 females (7.5%), in total 67
patients diagnosed with advanced (IIIB and IV) NSCLC were included.
The average age of the patients was 62.9 ± 8.7 years. 44 (65.7%), 15
(22.4%) and 8 (11.9%) of sixty seven patients had squamous cell
carcinoma, adenocarcinoma and other histologic types respectively.
Performance status of the patients was 0 in 28 (41.8%), 1 in 30 (44.8%),
2 in 9 (13.4%). In healthy control group, 16 males (80%) and 4 females
(20%) were included. Average of ages was 63.1 ± 6.3 years. They had no
additional diseases and well performance. None of the individuals had
smoking history. The primary clinical and demographic characteristics
of patient and control group are shown (Tables 1 and 2).
Patients group (n=67) Control
(%)
(%)

Age (year)

62.9 ± 8.7

63.1 ± 6.3

Discussion

Gender (female/male)

5 (7.5)/62 (92.5)

4 (20)/16 (80)

0-1

58 (86.6)

20 (100)

2

9 (13.4)

0

Upon reporting metastatic NSCLC case that underwent
spontaneous remission following myxedema coma, studies were
concentrated on hypothesis suggesting that thyroid hormone secretion
may increase carcinogenesis [1].

Any other
(yes)

diseases

Smoking (yes)

(n=20)

When evaluated in multivariate analysis, decreased TSH (3.7 fold
p=0.05) was found to affect the overall survival in a negative way.

Characteristics

Performance
status

group

Figure 1: Overall survival curve according to TSH level.

0

24 (35.8)
54 ( 80.6)

0

Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics of patient and
control group.
Patient (n=67)

Control (n=20)

p value

Hemoglobin (gr/dl)

12.8 ± 1.7

14.5 ± 1.0

0.000*

Albumin (gr/dl)

4.1 ± 0.4

4.4 ± 0.3

0.014*

TSH (µIU/ml)

1.06 ± 1.07

1.69 ± 0.99

0.001*

AST (IU/L)

22.03 ± 17.9

20.4 ± 4.8

0.057

ALT (IU/L)

25.12 ± 25.1

21.8 ± 7.6

0.210

Creatinine (mg/dl)

0.91 ± 0.21

0.86 ± 0.13

0.173

Table 2: Laboratory values of patient and control group (average ± SD).
*p<0.05 was as significantly accepted. SD: standard deviation.
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The hypothesis suggesting that thyroid hormones may also affect the
risk of cancer progression as they have important role in physiological
growth, maturation and metabolism, has been considered in several
studies. However, it has not created a strong statistical effect with
exception of the prospective studies carried out in Norwegian
community. In this study, TSH counts were carried out in 9-yearfollow-up with a population of 30000 whose thyroid disease was not
known at the beginning. In comparison with group having normal
TSH value, in the group having TSH value under 0.5 mU/L, risk of
lung cancer increased 2.34 folds, and prostate cancer increased 1.97
folds (respectively HR 2.34; 95% CI, 1.24-4.40 and, HR 1.97; 95% CI,
1.04-3.76) [9]. In another study, risk of hyperthyroidism and breast
cancer was reported to decrease [10].
The relation of breast cancer with thyroid hormones has been
frequently studied. The major reasons of it are that estrogen-like effects
of thyroid hormones play roles in breast tissue differentiation and
development of breast cancer [11]. Additionally, breast and thyroid
epithelial cells obtain iodine into cell with their common mechanism
which is active transportation system [12].
In the study of Tosovic, as a result of monitoring healthy volunteers,
statistically significant relation between increased level of
triiodothyronine (T3) level and development risk of breast cancer was
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reported. However, no relation was found between serum TSH levels
and breast cancer development [11]. In the study of Türken, thyroid
hormones levels of 150 breast cancer patients and 100 healthy
volunteers were evaluated and thyroxine (T4) levels were found
statistically high in patient group [12]. Cristofanilli reported that
possibility of breast cancer was 57% less in patients with primary
hypothyroidism than in healthy individuals. Additionally, in event that
breast cancer develops on hypothyroidism arm, these tumors have
shown to be with in earlier stage and with lesser lymph nodes [10].
This situation suggests that decreased serum TSH level has negative
effect on prognosis and survival for breast cancer.
In literature, no study has been conducted on the effect of
hyperthyroidism on NSCLC prognosis and survival. However, case
presentations were reported about hyperthyroidism developed due to
primary lung cancer metastasis on thyroid tissue [13,14].
In our study, we compared TSH levels of patient and control groups.
We observed decreased values reaching at statistical significance for
serum TSH levels (p=0.0001). In literature, no other study has
evaluated serum TSH levels in patients with advanced NSCLC.
Hercbergs et al. [15] compared 85 lung cancer patients and 85 healthy
control groups without differentiating stages and types in his study. He
reported that thyroid hormone supplemented primary hypothyroid
patient groups’ median survival was 3.4 months superior to euthyroid
group (14.5 vs. 11.1 months, p=0.014) [15].
In our study, median overall survival time of patients with reduced
TSH value was 225 days, while survival time of patients with normal
TSH value was 385 days; and the statistically difference was significant
(p=0.03). These results suggest that TSH can be a physiological factor
in both NSCLC carcinogens and progression of the diseases.
Thyrosine kinase inhibitors are also known to cause
hypothyroidism. Sunitinib used in the treatment of metastatic renal
cell carcinoma was reported to cause hypothyroidism at rates reaching
71% [16]. In a recent study, progression free survival time of patients
with developed sunitinib-associated hypothyroidism was observed to
be statistically significantly higher than euthyroid group (p=0.07) [17].
Our study is the first study showing that hypothyroidism is a
significantly positive prognostic factor in patients with advanced
NSCLC. However, it should be supported with centralized attendant
studies to be carried out with many more events.
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